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Safety, Security and Training Division Update

BRIEFING ITEM

RECOMMENDED ACTION(S)

Consider receiving a report on System Safety, Security and Training

BACKGROUND/RATIONALE

In August 2016, the General Manager reorganized and formed the System Safety, Security and
Training departments, which resulted in a separate division comprised of the three
departments. The primary focus of this change is to insure that safety and security is inherent in
AC Transit's operations.

Safet

Safety has undertaken the task of doing an in-depth review of every bus stop and transit center
system-wide. This has resulted in severalbus stops being relocated, or eliminated, to insure the
safety of our passengers, employees and equipment. Facility inspections have taken place and
opportunities have been identified. Ongoing monthly inspections to insure compliance will
continue

Safety has reached out to other transit, package and delivery providers and educated them on
the importance of keeping bus stops clear from parked vehicles. Solid contacts have been
forged and staff will continue to work with these outside providers to mitigate the impact to
bus service. Safety has engaged parking enforcement agencies throughout the operating area
and secured a commitment for tighter enforcement of our bus stops. Safety has also met with
CalOSHA and has restored trust, committing that AC Transit will continue to build a stronger
safety culture. This trust is evidenced by a stronger working relationship with CalOSHA and
more productive communications.

AC Transit applies a multi-layered approach when it comes to safety and security. This approach
involves employee hiring, new employee training, on-going employee training, system
improvements, and intelligent design in construction and technology. Further, each accident or
significant incident is investigated to determine the root cause and then carefully evaluated to
determine what, if anything, can be done to mitigate or prevent future occurrences. Safety staff
consistently analyzes accident and incident data looking for trends, anomalies and
opportunities for mitigation.
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Violent crime continues to be a concern throughout California. AC Transit is not immune from
this trend. There are many reasons that are being cited by the experts, the most often cited are
budget constraints of local jurisdictions; difficulty in recruiting police officers; the passage of
Proposition 47, which reclassified many drug and burglary crimes from felony to misdemeanor;
and also the fast-paced escalation of the cost of living in the Bay Area. On a positive note
violent crime on AC Transit's system is on the decline

Crime Prevention

AC Transit continually analyzes monthly crime statistics, evaluating the data for trends and
anomalies. Security staffing is continually adjusted to insure appropriate coverage in the right
locations. Further, many of the same techniques utilized surrounding safety also serve to
combat crime. For example, intelligent design, lighting and cameras are all dual purpose
District staff works with local jurisdictions and its contracted transit patrol units to insure
proper utilization of resources to help mitigate the changing environment in which AC Transit
operates.

AC Transit currently contracts for Transit Patrol services through the Alameda County Sheriff's
Office (ACSO) and Contra Costa County Sheriff's Office (CCSO), who provide dedicated law
enforcement services. The District also contracts for security guard services with Cypress

Security. The current staffing levels for each of these agencies is as follows:

AC Transit continues to use a Community Oriented Policing approach to deter criminalactivity
on buses, along bus routes, and on District property. The objective of a Community Oriented
Policing strategy is to: 1. motivate the community to get involved; 2. give citizens more control
over the safety, security and quality of life in their community; and 3. empower the traveling
public to be an extension of AC Transit's eyes and ears on the system.

Community based policing strategies have resulted in an overall reduction in crime on buses,
along bus routes, and at transit centers over the past few years.

Syste rB Se gy rit

System Security continues to see improvement with a decrease in operator assaults, totaling 34

in calendar year 2016 and representing a 26% decrease from 2015's totalof 46 incidents. Each

Agency Lieutenant

Alameda County

Sheriff's Department
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assault was analyzed and any video footage viewed. This analysis revealed that 53% of all
operator assaults involved the operator being subjected to a sprayed liquid of some type (i.e
soda, water, coffee, etc.), while 33% of alloperator assaults involved an actualbattery(contact
between the operator and the suspect). Most of the battery assaults were minor and resulted
in no physical injuries. It was found that 10% of the battery type assaults involved a significant
punch/blow resulting in some level of injury, while just 4% of all operator assaults involved a
weapon, i.e. bicycle wheel, bottle or trash can.

System Security saw a slight increase in passenger assaults, totaling 73 in calendar year 2016
and representing a 10% increase from 2015, which saw 67. The increase can be partially
attributed to increased service and the significant re-routing and non-AC Transit construction
projects that tend to agitate some of our customers. It is important to note that assaults on
passengers reached a high in 2013 and, with access to the Transit Crimes Unit and the increase
in high quality video, these numbers willcontinue to improve

System Security continues to see improvement with a decrease in robberies, totaling 20 in
calendar year 2016 and representing a 30% decrease from 2015, which saw 29. The
concentrated efforts of the Transit Crimes Unit has continued to help deter robberies. We also
see improvement from the "See Something, Say Something" campaign, as well as safety
improvements at major transit centers and bus stops.

BUDGETARY/FISCAL IMPACT

There is no budgetary impact with this report

AOVANTAaES/DISADVANTAaES

This report does not recommend a course of action with notable advantages or disadvantages

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

This report is being provided to advise the Board of the activities of the Safety, Security and
Training Division.

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTION/POLICIES

None

ATTACHMENTS

None

Approved by: Michael A. Hursh, General Manager

Reviewed by: Denise Standridge, General Counsel

Prepared by: Steven P. Keller, Executive Director of Safety, Security and Training
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